
THE WAY OF THE
ZODIAC BEASTS
Introduction
In this story there are 5 zodiac
beasts, they are trying to find the
sword of justice in the tower of
stone ,but a samurai Yamasato is
trying to conquer the sword and
use it against them. Read more to
find out about what happened.
Chapter 1
The sword of justice
Once upon a time there were the
5 zodiacs beasts:Pegasus, Aries,
Scorpio, Virgo, Jaurus.Those
were the ultimate beast,but they



realised they  had a mission to
complete, which is  to achieve the
sword of justice, before the
sumaria Yamasato takes it and
destroys all the beasts till they
are finish, and get all the
samurai's and will conquer the
island.

Chapter two
The Young samurai
While the zodiac beast were on
the way to find the sword of
justice, they met a little family of
samurais .Which were not willing
to kill the zodiac beasts, so
instead of the monsters trying to



kill them they let it sly and asked
them”Do you know the sumaria
yamasato and do you know
where he is heading to” and the
children responded “ yes i do
know who yamasato is in fact he
is my dad he is heading towards
the tower of stone where the
sword of justice is please don’t kill
him”.

Chapter 3
Tower Of Stone
The zodiac beasts ran to find that
tower of stone,although on the
other side yamasato was already
there looking for the sword of



justice.And waiting for the zodiac
beast to come. When the beast
found out where it was they got in
and discovered that everything
here was made out of elementals
like fire, earth, water, wind and
metal.

Chapter 4
The elemental weapon
As the zodiac beasts look for the
sword, they find the old, old
ancient portal orb and the katana
of death.But they dared not to
touch because the rumour is as
soon as you touch that katana it
will consume you by the evil in



that sword ,but luckily the sword
of justice was the best sword and
could finish anyone in 1 strike
and it does not consume your
soul. The zodiac beast kept on
looking until they found the sword
of justice and Yamasato.

Chapter 5
The battle
As soon as the zodiac beast saw
Yamasato, the beast said”PUT
THAT SWORD DOWN
YAMASATO OTHERWISE US
FIVE PEGASUS, ARIES,
SCORPIO, VIRGO AND
JAURUS WILL USE OUR



ULTIMATE ELEMENTALS AND
DEFEAT YOU!”BUT Yamasato
said “NEVER IF YOU WANT
THIS SWORD YOU'RE GOING
TO HAVE TO BATTLE ME!” So
when they battled the tower of
stones started to rumble and
some stones were falling down
then Yamasato used the sword's
ultimate move “SHADOW
CLONE… THE END!”
The zodiac beast all shouted “
NOOOOO” The zodiac beasts got
to the ground tired but pegasus
whispered” let us use our secret
move the tail wing rush” So then
they stood up tiredly and pegasus



and all the other zodiacs ran and
said”IT’S TIME ZODIAC TAIL
WING RUSH” and they defeated
him no not defeated killed him
and they felt sorry for his family
so they went and apologised to
them and explained why, but
other then that everyone lived
happily ever after The End.


